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WELCOME:
MICHELE CUSACK



No fire alarms planned

Housekeeping

Parking – no need to enter details

Wifi Access – WeAreSomerset

Please go to www.mentimeter.com and
enter the conference code: 640953



Purpose of
the day

To consider what the “Big Asks” of Government are
and to agree how through the South West Councils
and Joint Committee we lobby Government to
affect the necessary changes, devolve the required
powers and provide new funding streams to enable
us to work towards a South West that is resilient to
the effects of Climate Change.



Agenda

945 Introduction Michele Cusack, Somerset County Council

10:15 Climate change: what are we trying to avoid,
and what is inevitable

Richard Betts, Met Office Hadley Centre and University of
Exeter Global Systems Institute

10:45 First facilitated discussion - Going zero carbon Peter Kydd, South West Infrastructure Panel, David Symons, WSP

11:30 Coffee

11:45 Somerset Climate Action Network Steve Mewes, Somerset Wildlife Trust

12:00 The human factor – how to get people to
change their thinking?

Andrew Dewar, WSP

12:15 Second facilitated discussion - Making it
everybody’s action.

David Symons, WSP

12:35 Summary so far Peter Kydd, SWIP

12:45 Lunch

13:30 Making our buildings zero carbon and resilient Richard Wilks WSP and Lee Fordham, Architype.

13:45 Adaptation Pathways in Somerset Nick Pyatt, TRIOSS

14:15 Third Facilitated Discussion David Symons, WSP

14:45 Next steps and delivering action David Symons, WSP

15:15 Wrap up Michele Cusack, Somerset County Council



Climate change:
what are we trying to avoid,
and what is inevitable?
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Prof Richard Betts MBE

@richardabetts

Climate Emergency: What Next? Taunton, 28th Feb 2020



We are warming the planet Global average surface temperature change



Can it get too
hot for

humans?

Death Valley, California



Can it get too
hot for

humans?

Death Valley, California

Need to consider
humidity as well
as temperature

Wet heat is more
dangerous than
dry heat



Human heat stress:
Wet Bulb Globe

Temperature



Percentage of summer days with “extreme” heat stress risk
Current climate



Percentage of summer days with “extreme” heat stress risk
2°C global warming



Percentage of summer days with “extreme” heat stress risk
4°C global warming



University of Salzburg archives

Glaciers worldwide
are melting



UK sea levels have risen by 16 cm
since the start of the 20th century

Salcombe, February 2014

Sea levels are rising



Possible
larger rise if
parts of
Antarctic ice
sheet
collapsed

Simulations of future sea level rise

High
emissions

Deep emissions cuts:
warming kept below 2°C

IPCC (2013)



IPCC (2013)

Sea level
rise
(m)

Upper
estimate

Lower
estimate

It’s important to look beyond just this century



Nicholls et al. (2011)

Grey: 0.5 m global sea level rise
Black: 2 m global sea level rise

Estimates of people per country affected by
future coastal flooding

Number
of people
affected
(millions)



Implications for the South West:
land projected to be below annual coastal flooding level by 2050

Coastal risk
screening tool

climatecentral.org



Rainfall, drought and river
flooding: wetter or drier?



Projected increase in
UK winter precipitation

(%) by 2061-2080

Wetter winters……



Central estimateDrier estimate Wetter estimate

(Probably) drier summers overall……

Projected summer
rainfall change (%)

by 2080s



Projected increase in
intensity of UK summer

rainfall

% change

But when it does rain, it will rain harder!







First facilitated discussion
Peter Kydd & David Symons



South West Infrastructure Partnership

Institution of Civil Engineers
South West Region

SWIP Decarbonisation Workshops
Peter Kydd BSc(Edin) CEng FICE



Decarbonisation Workshops

• Bristol – 28th January 2020
• Truro – 6th February 2020
• Delivered by SWIP, ICE State of the Nation

and Bristol University
• Attended by over 120 people
• The start of an urgent conversation about

joined up thinking on decarbonising the
South West



Bristol – key themes

Best Case Scenario Worst Case Scenario

– Acceptance of a 2050 Vision of a decarbonised South West - Cost of not doing anything
Clean Growth

- Many opportunities for economic regeneration and clean growth to compensate for higher costs in some sectors

Influence

- Engineers need to influence government policy and stakeholders - Information flows critical - need to learn from Attenborough and
Thunberg

Engagement

- Improved engagement with the public to accelerate difficult decisions – How to change negative perceptions?

Decarbonising – how?

- Go for easy wins and recognise that different sectors have different decarbonisation time frames (Back to the future – trolley buses are not
new!)

- Prepare for uncertainties (eg sea level rise projections) and trauma (politics!) along the journey

Collaboration

- Collaborative approach required to produce a credible region wide scenario based pathways and secure universal acceptance

- These workshops are a starting point - we all need to learn more and contribute our knowledge for the greater good

Governance

- Is the evidence base adequate or is direction of travel more important given the urgency?

- Changes needed to HMT Green Book - for example, prioritisation of carbon reduction over financial business case



Truro – Key Themes

Worst and Best Case Scenario

– Convert Cornwall into a massive forest!

Localisation

- Buy local, use local supply chains, decrease cross border carbon emissions, take personal responsibility

Government / Industry / Public Perception and Behaviours

- Joined-up thinking across sectors and spatial boundaries, all have a responsibility to lead by example

Governance and Business Case

- Modernise Building Regulations, Codes of Practice and Green Book to prioritise carbon reduction over financial outcomes

- Allow Local Authorities greater freedom in taking effective action

Collaboration

- Decarbonisation is a huge task – everyone needs to work together, share information and be accountable

- Shared vision of a decarbonised 2050 within the South West

Funding

- Consider Carbon levy on taxation, understand scale of investment required and the future cost of not investing

Learning from other contexts

- Think back to the cultural revolution brought about by increased focus on health and safety

- 60% of new cars in Norway are electric – how are they doing that?



Taking rapid actions on climate
emergency declarations

David Symons
WSP Future Ready Leader



Local authorities have 3 main influences

LEAD
In our own
operations

ENABLE
a low carbon region with
our programmes, policies

and decisions

INSPIRE
Business and residents to

take climate action
themselves

UNDERPINNED BY A STRONG STRATEGY



1.
Leading in
our own
operations

Council’s own emissions are only around 2% of total
emissions, but there is still much opportunity to take
action and cut costs

- Property strategies & standards
- Green memoranda with

landlords
- Energy management & retrofit
- Renewables & Energy

procurement

- Avoidance – by VC / skype
- Promoting low carbon travel

choices for staff
- Fleet strategy

- Low energy streetlights
- Manging lighting levels

Buildings Travel Public Realm

• As a major buyer, procurement can lock in low carbon performance.
• Considering the energy used to produce products can also be a key way to support innovative

low carbon approaches.

• As a major buyer, procurement can lock in low carbon performance.
• Considering the energy used to produce products can also be a key way to support innovative

low carbon approaches.

Buying decisions

LEAD ENABLE INSPIRE

UNDERPINNED BY STRONG
STRATEGY
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A clear plan of how to deliver net zero

Schools

Non-school

Transport

Streetlighting
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Buying low carbon is an important way to deliver low
carbon regions

What you buy How it’s made Whole life footprint

Specifications

Incentivising low carbon innovation

Allowing effective differentiation between
tenderers

Following up on bidders’ commitments
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2.
Enabling
a low
carbon,
resilient
district

LEAD ENABLE INSPIRE

UNDERPINNED BY STRONG
STRATEGY

Enabling a zero carbon, resilient region is
probably councils’ largest opportunity

Low carbon
development
• Planning policies
• Supporting low carbon

development
• Building standards

Low carbon
development
• Planning policies
• Supporting low carbon

development
• Building standards

Clean energy
• Local energy strategies
• Support for community

energy
• Renewable energy

Clean energy
• Local energy strategies
• Support for community

energy
• Renewable energy

Mobility
• 100% ready for electric

vehicles
• Safe networks for active travel
• Clean public transport fleets

Mobility
• 100% ready for electric

vehicles
• Safe networks for active travel
• Clean public transport fleets

Finance
• Supporting a low carbon

transition

Finance
• Supporting a low carbon

transition

Waste
• Avoiding landfill
• Promoting reuse

and recycling

Waste
• Avoiding landfill
• Promoting reuse

and recycling
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Influencing all
to play their
part

Brand
• Use low carbon & resilience as

a regional differentiator

Economic development
• Local jobs to reduce

commuting
• New jobs in low carbon
• Promoting flexible working

Education
• Promoting climate awareness
• Supporting business transition
• Promoting active travel

Quality of life
• Linking low carbon with clean

air, health and happiness

Influence & Leadership
• Use Members’ influence to

encourage others to take
action

3.
Inspiring
business
and
residents to
lead

LEAD ENABLE INSPIRE

UNDERPINNED BY STRONG
STRATEGY
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Five basic
building
blocks for a
net zero
region

Bristol’s
priorities



Practical action
is key

• Purposeful plans and briefs

• Anticipate the hard decisions
• The public sector cannot possibly

fund everything
• A strategy for the long term

David Symons
David.symons@wsp.com



Discussion



Coffee



Context, Challenge, Demand, Action

‘Making Somerset Climate Ready’
Steve Mewes



Context
Climate Breakdown
• IPCC 1.5oC Report Oct 2018 – 11

years to take action.
• Government Net-Zero Carbon target

by 2050
• Extinction Rebellion, School Strike for

Climate
• Climate Emergency Declarations in

Somerset – County, District and some
Parishes

• Variety of local Climate action groups
in Somerset

• Mitigation & Adaptation
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Challenge
Fundamental Societal Change
• Austerity
• Education
• How we live, work, travel, eat and

consume needs to change
• UK’s centralized political system
• Multiple engagements at all points of

system
• Almost complete lack of strong policy
• Lack of collaboration within Somerset
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Demand
Somerset Situation
• Somerset County Council & District

Councils looking for ways to gather
community views

• Community climate groups keen to
share best practice

• Individuals & Business aware of
climate breakdown are looking for
ways to do more

• New & existing local councillors need
to know how to be carbon smart

• Somerset as a county is on the front
line of Climate Breakdown
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Our Goal

A county resource for all aspects of local climate action encompassing renewable energy,
zero carbon projects, energy saving, business, travel & transport, food, health &
wellbeing, recycling and more.
Anybody living or working in Somerset will be able to find the local campaign group
and/or local climate action networker to contact for help or advice. They will also have the
opportunity to network and collaborate with like-minded individuals or organisations.
Our goal is to increase the impact of actions to drive down carbon emissions, by
promoting increasing collaboration to create an exemplar county showing how a low-
carbon lifestyle and economy can work.
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Action – Somerset Climate Action Network – I
can, We can, Somerset can



To Date…
• Training happening
• First network event held
• Social media & website created –

somersetcan.org.uk
• Business Plan written
• Early engagement with potential

funders
• Climate Action Networkers (CAN)

scheme established
• Company registered
• Working with Somerset Councils
• Branding produced
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Climate Framework –
Drop-In’s &
Questionnaire
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Reports
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• The Somerset 2030 Carbon Neutral Target - Local
Authority Actions  - August 2019

• Identify potential actions of Somerset Councils,
needed to reach 2030 Net Zero Carbon

• Identify local authority departments and areas of
influence that can lead in each sector

• Towards a Carbon Smart Somerset – March 2020
• Analyses potential CO2 emissions saving of each

measure in earlier report – by county and district



Who Are We?
Bill Butcher: Ecologist with 30 years
experience in environmental
management. Chairs West Somerset
Forum 21.
Cara Nadan: 20 years working in
sustainable development. Founding
member of Transition Langport. Director
of Avalon Community Energy
Hanna Wittek: Member of Youth
Parliament, campaigner, activist
Nick Pyatt: Director of a leading
organisational development consultancy
specialising in Climate Adaptation and
long term sustainability challenges.
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Who Are We?
Rebekah West: Environmental educator,
countryside ranger and land manager
Sonya Bedford MBE: Non-Exec Director at
Regen, Director at Exeter Community
Energy & South Dartmoor Community
Energy, board member at Sustainability
Institute, Vice Chair at Green Wedmore…
Steve Mewes: Policy & Campaigns
Manager at Somerset Wildlife Trust, Chair
of Wedmore Community Power Co-Op,
Founder of Green Wedmore, Chair of Re-
Imagining the Levels CBS, Chair of Somerset
CAN
Stewart Crocker: Chair Wells Food
Network, Chair Avalon Community Energy,
creator of Somerset Food Trail
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What are we planning?
• Fundraise for project manager to

• Develop Climate Action Network (CAN)
• Further fundraise
• Hold Somerset CAN training events
• Commission further reports

• Sponsor councillor training
• Greater awareness raising
• Support county-wide adaptation
• Explore business collaboration with FSB

and LEP
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What can you do?
• Become a Climate Action Networker
• Lobby your MP/Parish/District/County Councillor

for faster action on climate
• Don’t wait for others – redouble your own

efforts
• Talk climate and encourage climate action at

home, at work, with friends/family…
• Fly less, eat less meat
• Take time in nature to recharge
• Support organisations battling to save nature

and the planet
• Follow us on Twitter @ActionSomerset and on

Facebook as Somerset Climate Action Network
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Steve Mewes

07861 336720

Steve.mewes@somersetwildlife.org

Thank You
Questions?



A Radical Change of
Thinking and
Behaviour

Dr Andrew Dewar
February 2020



Preaching
to the
choir

Sustainable behaviour



Intention
behaviour
gap



Behaviour
change
model Direct Motivate

Socialise

Ease

Emotions



Emotions



Direct



Motivate

Field Grown Breakfast Meat Free Breakfast



Socialise



Ease



Behaviour
change
model Direct Motivate

Socialise

Ease

Emotions



andrew.dewar@wsp.com

Any questions?



Second facilitated discussion:
Making it everybody’s action

David Symons



Summary so far

Peter Kydd



Come back for 1330



Making buildings zero
carbon
February 2020
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What is
zero
carbon?

The UK Green Building Council’s (UKGBC) Net Zero
Carbon Buildings: A Framework Definition

net zero definition provided is
“when the amount of carbon
emissions associated with a
building’s product and
construction stages up to
practical completion is zero
or negative, through the use
of offsets or the net export of
on-site renewable energy.”

net zero definition provided is
“when the amount of carbon
emissions associated with a
building’s product and
construction stages up to
practical completion is zero
or negative, through the use
of offsets or the net export of
on-site renewable energy.”

Building
Construction

it is “when the amount of
carbon emissions associated
with the building’s
operational energy on an
annual basis is zero or
negative”

it is “when the amount of
carbon emissions associated
with the building’s
operational energy on an
annual basis is zero or
negative”

Building
Operation
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What is
Passivhaus?

• Simple – Relatively low
embodied carbon

• High energy / carbon
consumption through use

• Uncomfortable

• Simple – Relatively low
embodied carbon

• High energy / carbon
consumption through use

• Uncomfortable

The Past The Present Passivhaus

• Complex – Higher
embodied carbon

• Energy offsetting through
use

• Unsustainable

• Complex – Higher
embodied carbon

• Energy offsetting through
use

• Unsustainable

• Simple – Relatively low
embodied carbon

• Low energy / carbon
• Comfortable

• Simple – Relatively low
embodied carbon

• Low energy / carbon
• Comfortable
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What is
Passivhaus?

Rigorous COMFORT Standard
• Comfortable even temperatures
• Constant supply of fresh air
• Overheating limited to 10% over 250C

Rigorous ENERGY Standard
• Thermal energy limit of 15kWh/sqm/year
• Primary energy limit of 135kWh/sqm/year
• Must be proved by using PHPP

Rigorous EVIDENCE based Standard
• Based on rules of building physics
• Developed from studying how buildings actually work
• Optimised using the evidence of monitoring

Rigorous QUALITY ASSURANCE Standard
• Checks that design complies with standard
• Requires evidence that construction complies with standard
• Air test (0.6), commissioning data, component evidence

• Increased Comfort
• Reduced Energy Consumption
• Higher quality buildings

Delivers -

• Buildings perform as designed
• Reduced energy by design, not offsetting
• A more robust way to meet Policy Targets

Guarantees -
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What is
Passivhaus?

Respond to orientation -

Optimise the form -
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Technical
Challenges?
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Political
Challenges?

• it only works for housing, not for other building types
• it limits design and restricts architects’ creativity
• it dictates what construction you can use
• it is too difficult to achieve higher construction

standards like air tightness
• It costs more to build
• It restricts competition

Myths &  misconceptions -

• changing the mind set of architects and engineers
• convincing clients and contractors it can be achieved
• getting procurement right

Challenges-
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Building
Types

Residential Schools

Archives Public
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Building
Types

Hotels / Hostels Museums

Healthcare Universities

Leisure

Offices
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Existing
Buildings –
The bigger
question!?

The Bonfield Review: Each Home Counts

• Part L v Passivhaus
• Leaky existing buildings means

high energy demand and electric
/ heat pumps inefficient

• Varying types of building and
degree of work required

• Lack of required skills
• Lack of  Approved Certification

Body
• Lack of Codes of Practice and

Standards
• Lack of Quality Control &

Enforcement

• Part L v Passivhaus
• Leaky existing buildings means

high energy demand and electric
/ heat pumps inefficient

• Varying types of building and
degree of work required

• Lack of required skills
• Lack of  Approved Certification

Body
• Lack of Codes of Practice and

Standards
• Lack of Quality Control &

Enforcement

Challenges Opportunities

• De-carbonising the electric grid
• Change in Part L
• Increased efficiencies with heat

pumps
• Passivhaus Institute – Certification
• Retrofit standard – EnerPHit
• Authorities to take lead to

develop critical mass

• De-carbonising the electric grid
• Change in Part L
• Increased efficiencies with heat

pumps
• Passivhaus Institute – Certification
• Retrofit standard – EnerPHit
• Authorities to take lead to

develop critical mass
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Existing
Buildings –
The bigger
question!?

Retrofit – Phased Approach
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Existing
Buildings –
The bigger
question!?

Retrofit – Large Scale
Wilmcote House

Porstmouth - ECD Architects
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Existing
Buildings –
The bigger
question!?

Retrofit – Small Scale
Hiley Road

London – Eco Design
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Existing
Buildings –
The bigger
question!?

Retrofit – Not always possible!

Maesydre - Welshpool
Listed Building
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The
Benefits

Thermal Conditions in Summer
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The
Benefits

Indoor air Quality
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The
Benefits

Recorded thermal energy consumption
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Zero carbon
is an
opportunity
for action

Low / Zero embodied carbon & Passivhaus – the
winning formula
• Cost efficient to build compared to traditional
• Local sourcing of materials and labour
• Proven energy savings
• Easy to maintain

Our experience
• Market leaders
• Collaborative approach
• Embrace change and challenges

Award winning
• Many of the projects by Architype & WSP have won awards and

commendations

Richard Wilks
Associate Director at WSP
Richard.Wilks@wsp.com

Lee Fordham
Associate Director at ARCHITYPE
Lee.Fordham@Architype.co.uk



Climate Change Risk
Management

nick.pyatt@trioss.global



Being Climate Smart

• Plan for uncertain climate future
• Right decision at the right time
• Reducing the cost of acting too early or too late
• Spotting opportunities for action today that makes future

adaptation easier



Components of Climate Risk

Definition of climate risk ISO14091
“Adaptation to climate change — Guidelines
on vulnerability, impacts and risk
assessment”



Components of Climate Risk



UK climate change impacts to plan for
q Rainfall concentrated in the Winter

q Drier summers with more intense rain when it happens

q Surface water flooding: plan for increase of 60% by 2080

q Hotter days: plan for increase in consecutive 30oC days from
every other year to 4 times per year by 2070

q River (fluvial) flooding: plan for increase of 85% in peak river
flow by 2080

q Sea level rise: plan for increase of at least 1.13m by 2080 (ideally
2m)

Source: UKCP18 official UK Government Climate Projections



Sea Level Rise on Somerset Coast
UK Government Official Projects UKCP18 to 2100 (assumes 2oC global
warming)

– Low scenario – 0.27m
– Central scenario – 0.58m
– High Scenario – 1.13m
– High plus plus – 2.00m

Government advice, have plans for at least 1.13m and ideally 2m

2019 UN Guidance: Increase sea level rise projections by 10%

Current emissions heading to over 3oC global warming

International commitment in Paris Agreement: limit to 1.5oC



Sea Level Rise Beyond 2100

Sea levels will continue to rise beyond 2100, however the
uncertainty also increases further into the future.
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Components of Climate Risk



Flood risk to property - UK
Financial losses from flooding on UK properties to increase by 2050 under 2oC
scenario:

q60% without adaptation
q20% with adaptation

Source: “Physical risk framework Understanding the impacts of climate change on real estate lending and
investment portfolios”; ClimateWise (the international insurance sector initiative to understand what reduces
insurance exposure to climate change impacts)



Surface Flood Risk For Taunton–
2050 2oC Change

Source: climatejust.org.uk



Heat Vulnerability For Taunton–
2050 2oC Change

Source: climatejust.org.uk



Somerset 2013/14 Floods



Sea Level Rise Exceeds Coastal Flood
Defences

Source:
Environment
Agency



Climate Change Adaptation SC



Somerset Adaptation Pathways Participants

• Somerset County Council:
– Water & Flood Risk

Management,
– Civil Contingencies,
– Roads,
– Environmental Resources

• EDF Energy
• Environment Agency
• Federation of Small

Businesses

• Highways England
• Internal Drainage Board
• Natural England
• Network Rail
• Somerset Rivers Authority
• Somerset Wildlife Trust
• Wessex Water
• Western Power



Bridgwater Barrier

Dredging / pumping linked to Bridgwater Barrier

Vision for Somerset linked to planned above responses / options - NEW LOOK LEVELS!

Structural / Engineering / Management Responses

Nature based tourism linked to planned above responses / options

Fundamental change to water level man’t,  agriculture & eco-systems

Local flood defense / Infrastructure engineering – national inv. Priorities (EA)

Planned Moving / Raising of Communities / Infrastructure

Develop Community Resilience (incl business)

500 Percentage increase in peak river flow

Incremental Change Land Management

Enhance Natural Flood Management: “Slow the flow”

Non Structural Responses

Develop and update flood planning & preparedness capacity

Opportunities

100

Review need to raise electricity sub-stations.  Raise if flooding over 3m

Review & Update Local Resilience Schemes (continuous learning leading to revision of practice.  Build in flexibility)

Water/Waste Water:  Develop & implement long term climate resilience strategy

Factor long term climate impacts into planning decisions

Update extreme events communication strategy

Build M5 central wall build as flood barrier between J22 & J24

Raise sections of A303 at risk of flooding as upgraded to duel carriageway

Improve flood defenses to Highways England Depots

Rapid Adaptation Pathway Assessments: Somerset – Fluvial & Surface

Upgrade rail track resilience in reaction to events

Stop upgrading  roads across flood zone. Re-route around it  via A358

Upgrade roads across the flood zone for resilience to flooding

SuDs schemes in development areas

Develop public health responses – mental health and other issues

Local flood defense / Infrastructure engineering– combined local & national inv. Priorities (SRA & EA)

Improved soil fertility with revised water level management



500 Percentage increase in peak river flow 100

Raise electricity sub-stations if flooding over 3m

M5 new higher route between J22 & J24

Raise sections of A303 as upgraded

Improve flood defenses to Highways England Depots

Rapid Adaptation Pathway Assessments: Somerset – Fluvial & Surface

Upgrade rail track resilience in reaction to events

Re-route traffic around it  via A358

Upgrade roads across flood zone

Adaptation Responses:
Clear and probably sufficient

Power distribution plan up to 3m
Western
Power

Highways
England

County
Roads

Network
Rail

Current specifications

M5 central wall build flood barrier between J22 & J24



Dredging / pumping Somerset Levels

Local flood defense /
Infrastructure engineering

500 Percentage increase in peak river flow

Enhance Natural Flood Management

100

Review & Update Local Resilience Schemes

Rapid Adaptation Pathway Assessments: Somerset – Fluvial & Surface

SuDs schemes

Adaptation Responses:
Unclear/complex and/or need to understand more

Land owners /
EA/ Drainage
Boards / District
Authorities

Land owners /
EA/ SRA/
Drainage Boards

Developers /
District
Authorities

Most decision
makers

Land owners /
EA/ SRA/
Drainage Boards
/ NGOs



Bridgwater Barrier

Raise Bridgwater Barrier + Brue , Axe Barriers

Rapid Adaptation Pathway Assessments: Somerset - Coastal

Vision for Somerset linked to planned above responses / options - NEW LOOK LEVELS!

Structural / Engineering Responses
Existing system;

Nature based tourism linked to planned above responses / options

Unplanned retreat driven by events / failure

Raise some defenses  for resilience to 1m sea level rise

Planned Moving / Raising of Communities

Live with Coastal erosion

Saltmarsh linked to planned above responses / options  - provides carbon storage

Raise Coastal Defenses & upgrade maintenance regimes

Re-route M5 J22-J24 & Rail mainline (M5 on stilts)

Bridgwater Bay or Severn Barrage

Non Structural Responses

Reactive responses to impacts on transport M5 & Railway

Planned Moving / Raising of Infrastructure of Communities

Opportunities

Move emergency response resources to higher ground

Create Somerset’s post 1m sea level rise vision

10 2Metres sea level rise

Update extreme events communication strategy

Factor long term climate impacts into  planning decisions

Build up current M5 as a sea defense

Build M5 central reservation wall as flood barrier J22-J24

Make more space for water

Review manage re-alignment

Fundamental change to agriculture & eco-systems



Components of Climate Risk



Good Practice
• Identify

• Current adaptive capacity
• Required adaptive capacity to manage hazards and vulnerabilities

• Develop a plan for developing adaptive capacity to required
level

Acknowledged as good practice in ISO14090 “Adaptation to climate change — Principles,
requirements and guidelines”



Key test of capacity requirement

No. of climate vulnerable decisions, lasting longer than 10 years
and expensive or difficult to change



21 European Local Authorities



Response Levels
The logic for action changes
as “maturity” grows.



Surface water flooding
• Financial losses from flooding on UK properties to increase in UK by 2050:

q60% without adaptation
q20% with adaptation

• Source: “Physical risk framework Understanding the impacts of climate change on real estate lending
and investment portfolios”; ClimateWise (the international insurance sector initiative to understand
what reduces insurance exposure to climate change impacts)



Adaptive Capacity & Investment Risk
Reduced R.o.I. in property

investments with climate impact

20%

28%

36%

44%

52%

60%



Thank you

For further information please contact

Nick Pyatt
nick.pyatt@trioss.global



Third facilitated discussion

David Symons



Next Steps

David Symons



Wrap up

Michele Cusack
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